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1 Introduction

This guide describes how to work with templates in PLA 3.0.
It is intended for users of PLA 3.0 who want to gain a deeper understanding of how to efficiently
set up and work with templates.
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2 Templates

Templates simplify tasks, standardize processes, and improve data security. They allow you to
define document structures that are frequently needed, for example, to match the setup of an
assay that is frequently run.
Templates also allow you to define initial values to be set in documents. And they enable you
to exercise very fine-grained control over who can view and edit document sections and even
individual data elements within documents.
You can identify templates by an orange square in the upper right corner of the document icon
( ).
Method lifecycle
Templates support your method lifecycle from early stages to development and operation.
Develop your methods using documents. Enforce your Standard Operation Procedures and
implement your methods by saving your documents as templates.
Development mode

Operation mode

Figure 1. Method lifecycle in PLA 3.0
• In development mode, functional administrators develop methods by setting up assay
elements, the analytical methods, and the test system in a document. This configuration
document is saved as a template to implement the method.
• In operation mode, operators and end users with restricted access utilize the templates
created during development for use with experiment runs. Commonly, a template is
configured to suit several experiment runs without additional configuration needed by the
operating user. An operating user should only need to enter the experiment data, run the
calculation, and report the results.
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3 Protection settings

Use protection settings to restrict access to elements, and ensure correct usage of the template.
In a template document, the Protection settings pane is displayed at the bottom of the
Content editor. The title of the pane displays the element currently selected in the Content
editor. In the following example, the Analysis element is selected:

Figure 2. Protection settings for the Analysis element of a template
The settings you define apply to the selected element, or the selected element and all its subelements when you apply the settings to all descendant elements using the corresponding
button. To change the protection settings of another element, you have to first select it in the
Content editor.
The following types of protection settings are available:
• Permissions allow you to adjust the setup of a document type to your business case.
• Initial values allow you to fill the element value when creating a document based on a
template.

3.1 Permissions
There are different permissions for adding, deleting and switching elements, as well as editing
element values. Disallowing all of those makes an element read-only. When you remove the
permissions for viewing an element, operators cannot view or edit the element.
Permission types
The following list gives a short overview of the available permissions. Please consult the
Administration Guide for more details.
• View element: Shows this element in documents generated from the template.
• Edit value: Allows users to change the value of this element in documents generated from the
template.
• Switch element: Applies to elements that belong to a set of options. Displays the current
element in a drop-down box that allows users to switch to another option.
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• Delete element: Makes the Delete command available for this element if the element is not
required by the document type.
• Add child element: Allows users to add subelements to this element.
Note: In the Content editor, both the Outline and the Element pane reflect your permission
settings.
Elevated permissions
Elevated permissions allow you to override settings provided by the template. Use them, for
example, when troubleshooting your template setup to edit the values and field protections set
by the template.
To open a document with elevated permissions, you require the 'Edit documents with elevated
permissions' task permission.
Example 1: Hiding sections
In this example for a Dose-response analysis document, the Analysis section should not be
visible. Under the Setup section, only the Assay elements subsection should be visible.
How do you configure the template? Remove the View element permission from all sections
that should not be visible.
In documents generated from this template, the Content editor should look as follows:

Figure 3. Content editor of a Dose-response analysis document with hidden sections
Important: PLA 3.0 hides the respective elements in documents generated from this
template, but still uses them in calculations and other processes.
Example 2: Setting elements to read-only
In this example for the Quantitative response assay document type, the settings for the
analytical model should be visible, but the operator should not be able to change them.
How do you configure the template? Remove the Edit value and Switch permissions from the
Analytical model section, and use Apply to descendants to apply the protection settings to
every subelement.
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In documents generated from this template, the Content editor should look as follows:
Note: Read-only elements are displayed in italics.

Figure 4. Content editor of a Quantitative response assay document with read-only elements

3.2 Initial values
Initial values for elements are used to fill the element value when creating a document based
on that template. You can also generate values dynamically based on runtime conditions using
placeholders.
Placeholders
You can choose between different placeholders and combine several placeholders with static
text. The following list highlights some commonly used placeholders. Please consult the
Administration Guide for more details.
• {elementcounter} : Inserts the first number (smallest integer) that has not yet been
assigned to this element type within the document.
• {keyedcounter:KEY} : Inserts the first number (smallest integer) that has not yet been
assigned to this key within the document.
• {sequence:PADDING:PREFIX:SUFFIX} : Inserts a string that can serve as a key. The string
consists of a suffix, a counter with padding, and a suffix.
Example 1: Defining a standard document name
In this example, the name of each document generated using the template should contain static
text, the user who generated the document as well as the date on which the document was
generated.
How do you configure the template? In the protection settings for the Name element, use
the {userdisplayname} and {currentdate} placeholders combined with the 'Coffee
Consumption' static text as the initial value.
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Figure 5. Initial value for the Settings element of a template
Documents generated by the Administrator will be named 'Coffee Consumption by
Administrator on Day 2021-07-23Z', documents generated by the user Benjamin Schneider
'Coffee Consumption by Benjamin Schneider on Day 2021-07-25Z'.
Tip: If your operators should not be able to change the document name, remove the Edit
value permission from the Name element in the template.
Example 2: Applying a counter across documents generated from the same template
In this example, the subject of all documents generated from the same template should contain
a counter to indicate the sequence in which the documents were created.
How do you configure the template? Add a Comment element and a Subject subelement. In
the protection settings of the Subject element, use the {sequence:PADDING:PREFIX:SUFFIX}
placeholder as the initial value and configure the parameters as follows:
• PADDING : The number of digits you want to use for the counter. In this example, we use 5.
• PREFIX : The prefix you want to use in the generated string. In this example, we use Assay-.
• SUFFIX : The suffix you want to use in the generated string. In this example, we do not use a
suffix. Remove the SUFFIX entry.
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Figure 6. Initial value for the Subject element of a template
In documents generated with this template, the Subject is consecutively numbered according to
the order in which the documents are generated.
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4 Restrictions
4.1 Field restrictions
When using permissions in a template to restrict access to elements, documents generated from
this template can have field restrictions.
Fields can be restricted such that they are invisible or read-only. In general, removing the View
element permission sets a field to invisible, removing the Edit value permission disallows any
changes to the field content.
Note: This setup describes the general behavior. Which field restrictions are applied to a
specific element depends on the document structure, the permission setup in general, and
whether you applied your permission setup to descendant elements.

4.2 Document restrictions
Document restrictions allow you to enforce the use of templates and prevent users from
creating documents that are not generated from templates. You can also set up restrictions such
that folders can contain specific document types only.

About this task
You set up document restrictions for individual folders. When selecting a folder, you can set up
document restrictions on template level and document type level.
• Set up restrictions on template level to enforce the use of templates in the selected folder
without restricting the folder to a specific document type. You can use this setup in operation
mode, where functional administrators develop methods in a template folder, and operators
use the methods predefined in the templates without changing the setup.
• Set up restrictions on document type level if users should be allowed to create documents
of a specific type only. You can further restrict this option by enforcing the use of templates
when creating documents of this type.
In the following example, you set up the current folder to contain only Dose-response analysis
documents generated from the 'Determination of total human thyroxine' template.

Procedure
To set up document restrictions:
1. In the Navigator, right-click the folder for which you want to set up restrictions.
2. From the context menu, select

Properties.

3. In the Folder properties dialog, on the Document restrictions tab, complete the following
steps:
◦ Click Change configuration.

◦ Under Document type specific templates, click

Add.

4. In the Configure document type dialog, complete the following steps:
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◦ From the Document type list, select 'Dose-response analysis'.
◦ Select the Template is mandatory for this document type option and click Select
mandatory template (...).
◦ Navigate to the template you want to use and click OK.
5. In the Configure document type dialog, click OK.
6. On the Document restrictions tab, select Only documents of the listed document types
can be saved to this folder.
7. To confirm your settings, click OK.

Figure 7. Document restrictions on the document type level
Important: The settings of the lower section (Document type specific templates) override
the settings of the upper section (Templates).
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5 Creating templates

Use templates to create a set of documents with the same configuration settings. Documents
created based on a template inherit the template's configuration settings such as initial values or
protection settings for document elements.

Procedure
To create a template, you have the following options:
• Save an existing document as a template: Open the document, open the File menu, and click
Save as template.
Note: You have to manually remove observations and annotations from the template.

• Create a new document and, on the Available document types tab, select the Create as
template check box.
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6 Working with templates

Templates are the main method for creating new documents in PLA 3.0. They support a
variety of use cases, from the creation of single assays to the setup of control and monitoring
mechanisms.
The following sections highlight some common use cases.
Run an experiment
This use case utilizes the Quantitative response assay document type.
A functional administrator develops a template for a Quantitative response assay. Operators
utilize this template in experiment runs by generating single assays based on the template.
Assay
template

Quantitative
response assay

Figure 8. Assay template generates a single document
Generate a set of assay runs
This use case utilizes the Basic bioassay protocol and Quantitative response assay document
types. You work with two templates, a protocol template, and an assay template.
The protocol template provides the setup of the protocol document. The Basic bioassay protocol
document generated from this template provides the workflow for generating the assay runs.
The protocol template also references the assay template that provides the setup of the assays
that are to be generated during the run.
In the following example, the number of replicates in the protocol template is set to three. The
Basic bioassay protocol generated from this template, therefore, generates three Quantitative
response assays.
Protocol
template
Assay
template

Basic
bioassay protocol
Quantitative
response assays

Figure 9. Protocol template utilizes assay template to generate assay documents
Generate a set of assay runs and calculate reportable values
This use case utilizes the Basic bioassay protocol, Quantitative response assay, and Combination
of assay results document types. You work with three templates, a protocol template, an assay
template, and a combination calculation template.
The protocol template provides the setup of the protocol document. The Basic bioassay protocol
document generated from this template provides the workflow for generating the assay runs.
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The protocol template also references the assay template that provides the setup of the assays
that are to be generated during the run as well as the combination calculation template. This
template defines how the run results are to be aggregated to calculate reportable values from
the run results.
In the following example, the number of replicates in the protocol template is set to two. The
Basic bioassay protocol generated from this template, therefore, generates two Quantitative
response assays. A Combination of assay results document is generated from the combination
calculation template, containing the aggregated values from the Quantitative response assays.
Protocol
template

Assay
template

Combination
calculation template

Basic
bioassay protocol

Quantitative
response assays

Combination of
assay results

Figure 10. Protocol template utilizes assay and combination templates to aggregate data from
generated assay documents
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